
A Web3 Substack 
for Investing



Advertising drives clickbait. 

Social is faster, cheaper, and easier distributable

De-platforming threatens freedom of speech

Traditional media is on a death spiral 



Short form
(high velocity)

Long form
(low velocity)

1,000,000 newsletter subscribers

400,000 newsletter subscribers

1,500,000 monthly active users

10,000,000
Free subscribers

Comment Content

High engagement Low engagement

Never in human history has been more 
content created that no one reads



Problem   Solution

Part-time creators can’t 
monetize their audience

Attention starvation on highly 
stratified platforms

Investment information
 has high velocity

Stake-pool rewards +  
Soulbound Token

Credit bureau for investment 
content

Visual short-form news
Personalized content discovery



A Web3 SaaS tool that pays investors to 
moderate and curate content



Why now?

Tech Regulatory Macro

Privacy regulations 
lead decline of 

advertising revenue
Post-covid Social 

Media fatigue

Mature 
Machine 
Learning

New entrants into 
ad-tech

Crypto regulations 
to protect retail 

investors

New social 
platforms 

Web3 tech
 available



+100 M
Retail Investors (Number of 
accounts at the top online 

brokerages)

300 B
Market size of social networks 

measured by ad revenue

Social+ Web3 is the future of social Market

33% of all retail investors in India, opened their 
accounts in the last 12 months.



Why is a social platform 10x better? Why now ? 

Social Network Social Media Social Platform Web3 Social+

See content from 
your 6-degrees

You are who you 
know

The audacity of the 
like

Recommendation 
on similarity

You are what is 
trending

Doomscrolling

Stream of 
consciousness

You are what you 
do

Multi-player 
experience

Contribute to a 
shared goal 

You are who hodls 
you

Self-governed and 
funded

Because Social is evolving.

Market



“Social media influencers are 

routinely paid by scammers to 

help them pump and dump 

new tokens on the back of pure 

speculation”



How can we ensure safer content? Proof-of-actual-work

Hyper-personalization 
with focus on visuals

Better filters - 
social listening

Incentivized 
engagement loops



We can’t use the same engagement 
mechanics if they are monetized

Followers is a terrible approximation of interest

Likes / Followers are not a measures of value

Advertising based payouts drive bad behaviour



How does it work?

1. Learn

2.
Proof of Actual Work

3. Earn

Who is talking about what, and 
Why does this matter?

Post, moderate, curate, and 
syndicate AI-matched content
Trade creator coins

Earn rewards shares based on your 
work on the platform
Easily integrate with your other social 
channels



How does it work? - Stakepool Rewards remove ads from investing

Mod army

Assessment 
& matching

∑

Reward payouts

Post

Proof of 
Work

Users earn 
shares 

Staking 
Rewards

Every Epoch 
rewards are 
generated

Disbursement
Rewards are 
distributed to the 
users each Epoch 

The 
finclout 
flywheel

gifting

Reinvestment



Finclout filters bad actors 
A blockchain validates transactions

Posts shouldn’t be on-chain

1. Not transactional in nature 
2. Unclear ownership and authenticity
3. Immutable Posts can’t be edited
4. Most public blockchains are not designed for bulk 

data storage 

Reputational value should be on-chain

1. [SBT] Clout derived as monetary value from the creator’s value network
2. Subscriptions become investments
3. Likes become value-streams
4. Value becomes social proof



Coins, NFTs, Gifting

Premium Messaging & 
Content

Social Listening

Easy plug-n-play 
cross-platform 
monetization

Cross-channel 
syndication

Multi-treasury
protocol

DAO Voting

Hodl-economics

Low Gini

Clout-score

Content validation

On-chain reputation

PoS - Omni-chain 
earning & rewards

Increased coin utility

Chain-agnostic 
engagement

API-based 
integration for B2B 
sales channel

Creator Tools Governance

Creating is the best form of learning
What makes it 10x better in this crowded place?

Proof-of-stake



Existing partnerships

..and more



Contact Us

App : app.finclout.io

Web: finclout.io

Mail : info@finclout.io

Linktree : Linktree

Whitepaper: whitepaper.finclout.io

https://app.finclout.io
https://finclout.io
mailto:info@finclout.io
https://linktr.ee/finclout
https://whitepaper.finclout.io

